
Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie 
Stick - Extendable Self-portrait 
Wireless Bluetooth Monopod Pole 
with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 
5s 5c 5 4s 

Product Description Warranty Ipow selfie stick include a 30 days money-back & 
12-month worry-free warranty! Our Ipow camera pole is very nice and essential 
tool to solve this issue. It is small enough to carry in any bag or coat pocket and 
pretty simple to use,fully adjustable to the desired angle,length, you don't need an 
instruction manual.Attach it to the tripod mount, put the iphone smartphone 
camera on self-timer,extend and smile away! Easily fits any standard photos or 
video mount.It is idea for your travel,video diaries,camping,concerts,aerial 
photos,sports.it can`t be perfect without this camera pole.You can choose this as a 
great gift. If you like taking pictures it will change your life! Others Features: Non-
slip soft foam handle gives you comfortable touch and can prevent sliding off 
Made with stainless steel and plastic material and light-weight Also can be used as 
bluetooth remote control, can take pictures when the phone is in another place(not 
on the monopod) within 10 meters through pressing switch on the monopod No 
need to set the timer, just press and shoot Perfect combination for the users taking 
photo themselves with their iPhones Special design makes it easy to install your 
mobile phone Ideal stuff for cell phone tripod to take video or photo, No more 
shaking in videos Fits into your backpack, or jacket pocket Small size easy to carry 
and operate.Only accessory. Not included the phone Kit Includes: 1 x Wireless 
Bluetooth Monopod, 1 x Mobile phone clamp,1X Usb cord, 1 x English mannual.

Product Details Sales Rank: #4725 in Cell Phone Accessories Size: Selfie Stick 
suit Color: Black with Bluetooth Remote one Clip Brand: IPOW Model: ipow222 
Features Compatible with most Android and IOS Smartphone,including Samsung 
and Apple Extendable stick as long as 40inch, with adjustable phone holder it 



allows random rotation of shooting angle. Allows for selfies or above-crowd shots 
Simple to use: to use, simply turn on the selfie stick and pair it with your phone via 
Bluetooth to take photos with the accessible handle button. Package contents: 
IPOW Monopod Selfie Stick, charging cable, phone clamp and user manual. 

Okay, I admit to a certain amount of skepticism about the usefulness of this item.It 
seemed to me that a bluetooth device designed solely to allow people to have more 
range in their selfies was one of those do-you-really-need-this-REALLY??? items 
that end up gathering dust in a closet.And honestly I'm still not sure it's a have-to-
have device.But I'm going to guess that travelers will find it really useful. Imagine 
yourself at the edge of the Grand Canyon, or standing on the Eiffel Tower looking 
out over Paris, and you want to send a selfie to your friends to make them weep 
with envy.The process is fast and relatively painless... once you've figured out 
what the process is.The manual is not as helpful as you might like since it was 
obviously written by someone for whom English is a second language, or possibly 
third.So here's the process in a nutshell: 1) Turn on the monopod.There's a switch 
at the bottom.If the blue light is flashing it's charged.If not, use the enclosed USB 
cord to charge it. 2) Pair it with your phone.This means turning on the Bluetooth 
function if it isn't already on, and having the phone scan for available 
devices.Your phone should find it pretty simply.Mine did. 3) Mount the phone in 
the cradle.If it doesn't fit securely you can use the gasket, though I have no idea 
how it works.My phone didn't require it.Good luck with that. 4) Attach the cradle 
to the arm. 5) Set your camera to Selfie! 6) Fiddle with the length of the arm and 
angle of the cradle until you're happy.This could take an hour if you're picky. 7) 
Once you've got the photo you want framed in the camera, press the conveniently 
located button on the handle. 8) Marvel at how well that really works.You're 
welcome. I can see carrying it on a trip, that makes perfect sense.But to carry it 
with you on a day-to-day basis?Not so much.This is not something you cart with 
you to your favorite club so you can take selfies with your gang to show the world 
how much fun you're having.It won't fit comfortably in a pocket or a small 
purse.So it's pretty much limited to travel functions, which is fine, there's nothing 
wrong with that.$25 isn't a bad price for something that makes your smart phone 
more useful.But I question the need for a special device just to take selfies, even if 
you are on a trip.I wish it had been built to function as a tripod as well as a 
monopod.That would have made it all that much more useful for travelers, helping 
to steady the phone while taking pictures. I took away one star for a combination 



of poor documentation and limited usefulness.More wouldn't be fair simply 
because this is only my opinion on both.There are no real problems that I can point 
to.I would say that you give it somethought, and if you feel you'll get a lot of use 
out of it, then buy with confidence because it really is a fun gadget.And you might 
just surprise yourself and your friends and family at what cool pictures you're 
taking. 

Using your imagination, the versatility of this gadget is almost limitless.It's 
designed to help people take better selfies with their smart phones by extending the 
distance from the phone's camera lens more than another arm's length.After 
charging this device for about half-hour with the USB cable supplied (you'll need 
your own USB charger), it took me only a few seconds to make a Bluetooth 
connection with my Motorola Droid Razr MAXX HD smartphone.Once the 
Bluetooth connection is made, a button on the handle of this gadget reliably trips 
the phone's camera shutter.Then the fun begins. The solid telescoping rod, with a 
comfortable handle on one end and an adjustable tripod-like bracket on the other, 
extends from its compressed length of 9 1/2 inches to 40 inches.The cellphone 
bracket adds another four inches or so when it's attached.I found that the cellphone 
bracket held my phone securely whether or not I used the orange doohickey shown 
on the product's Web page.Naturally, the first thing I did was to take an indoor 
selfie with my phone, which gave me excellent results.Next, I went outdoors, 
posed with my stepdaughter and found that the distance that this device provided 
was almost perfect for a flattering photo instead of the too-close results that 
inevitably come from holding my phone at arm's length. Having a phone camera 
on the end of a 40-inch pole is not only good for taking selfies, it's also great for 
reaching over a crowd to take photos or videos that might otherwise be 
inaccessible.Want to photograph a flower growing on a tall bush or get closer to 
any other object with your camera?This device makes it possible to do that 
too.When the cellphone bracket is removed the standard tripod screw will secure a 
regular still camera or video camera to use this as a monopod or as an extension 
handle for those devices too.Since the USB charging port and on/off switch are on 
the end of the handle, it would be a good idea to find a crutch tip that fits the 
handle and protects those vulnerable parts when using this as a monopod. Thinking 
beyond holding the monopod to take your photos, the bracket that fits on the end 
of the monopod to hold a smart phone can also be mounted on a standard photo 
tripod.If you want to take large group selfies, just use the bracket to tripod your 



phone, aim it at your group in which you can include yourself, then use the 
Bluetooth trigger on the monopod handle to trip the camera shutter of your smart 
phone.Maybe your imagination can come up with more ideas. I've found this 
gadget more solidly constructed than I expected and much more fun than I 
anticipated.Unfortunately it's a bit large to fit in a pocket, but it could fit into a 
camera bag or woman's handbag.Therefore, having this available for self-portraits 
wherever you go is probably impractical.You'll need to plan ahead for your selfies, 
but this device will help you improve the results. A sample was provided to me in 
exchange for an honest review, which you have just read. 

I got this in the mail and was the happiest camper ever. Worked perfectly fine for 
ONE DAY. ONE DAY I tell you. The next morning, woke up to take a selfie, the 
stick broke in half, when It was fully extended. MY phone dropped to the floor 
giving it minor cracks and everything. I was so disappointed. This happened a 
month and a half ago, but I decided to write a review about it now. Super upset 
with the results. See all 380 customer reviews...

More Information (Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable 
Self-portrait Wireless Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for 
Iphone 6 6plus 5s 5c 5 4s )

Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-portrait Wireless 
Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 5s 5c 5 4s will 
become handy. And expect Now i'm a section of letting you receive a excellent 
product or service.Having said that, I hope that product reviews concerning this 
Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-portrait Wireless 
Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 5s 5c 5 4s 
variety The amazon online marketplace.com will wind up being beneficial. And 
desire I am an area of aiding you to obtain a exceptional item. You will have a 
expertise and review kind listed here. I am praying you can expect to buying and 
ensure Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-portrait 
Wireless Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 5s 5c 5 
4s  after read this most effective product reviews. You might acquire a review and 
encounter form below. I am just wanting you might guarantee Overview Ipow - 
Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-portrait Wireless 
Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 5s 5c 5 4s . 
shortly after read through this greatest critiques You could end up stunned to 
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observe how easy this device may very well be, and you could feel great accept 
that it Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-portrait Wireless 
Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 5s 5c 5 4s  is 
probably the well known product in at the moment. 

Title :Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-portrait 
Wireless Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 5s 
5c 5 4s 

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - 
Extendable Self-portrait Wireless Bluetooth 
Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 
6plus 5s 5c 5 4s Review 
Before Buying Ipow - Take Photo and Video Selfie Stick - Extendable Self-
portrait Wireless Bluetooth Monopod Pole with Mount Holder for Iphone 6 6plus 
5s 5c 5 4s On the web, Should be aware of: 

All this Has with sellers for many people for you to instruct yourself on a favorite 
on the internet consumers globally. Just click here for wherein very keep suppliers. 
Have responses by means of purchasers with obtained this name Shop should 
consist of reliability Have acquired element product. Determine a little time of 
shipping. In addition that you should Territories. Plus the value of shipping and 
shipping and supply. System to get products tightly. for instance Credit rating 
scores charge card. Have vote buyer and rating customer feedback. Have got rate 
and assess worth of companies.Read More.......
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